
Backstroke Drills 

Drills are done to focus on one part of the stroke. It will over correct in some cases to make swimmers aware 

of what they are doing. Drills should be done in sets of 25yds or 50yds. I like to do 5 x 50 drills and then 1 x 

100yd swim of the stroke that is being focused on.  

 

1. Streamline Dolphin Kick on back 

Purpose: To help build a strong streamline and core strength. This is also a great drill for Butterfly. 

How to: Push off the wall in streamline position with a strong dolphin kick. Try to stay underwater as long as 

possible. Once surfaced continue to dolphin kick on your back. 

 

2. Cup on your forehead 

Purpose: This will help keep chin and stomach up.  

How to: Take a small plastic cup, fill with a little water to avoid being blown over by the air. Place cup on 

forehead and swim backstroke. The goal is to have a smooth stroke and proper head position to avoid having 

the cup fall over. 

 

3. Lane line pull 

Purpose: This will help swimmers with bending their arm as they push the water away from them.  

How to: Swim along a lane line. Start with your right arm, every time your right arm is about to go back into 

the water and push down along side your body, you will instead grab the lane line and pull. This will move you 

forward, you may feel like your left arm is not doing anything as your right arm is getting that extra pull. Make 

sure to try with both arms and be aware of when you are getting near the wall. Your shoulder should also be 

next to the lane line as you pull. You should feel your elbow bending under the lane line. 

 

4. Shoulder roll 

Purpose: Help with rotating shoulders with the pull. 

How to: Swim with your arms at your side. Start by lifting your right shoulder out, kick 6 kicks and then switch 

shoulders, kick 6 kicks and switch. Continue until you reach the end of the pool, When you get to the flags I 

like to swim regular backstroke to avoid hitting my head on the wall.  

 

5. Single arm swim 

Purpose: This will help focus on pull and shoulder rotation. 

How to: Swim backstroke with a single arm, start with your right arm. As your right arm pulls your left 

shoulder should be rotating as if it will pull, but keep arm placed at your side. Practice with both arms 

 


